By Richard Lanigan President

Why We Need Labor Law Reform Now

In 1978, after seeing the flagrant violations committed by J.P. Stevens, the Senate took up a bill to make it easier for employees to join a union and strengthen penalties when an employer violated a worker’s rights. Conservative Republicans proposed more than 500 amendments and filibustered the bill out of session. The law never passed. Forty-three years have passed since the Senate last considered labor law reform.

Employers’ facing organizing campaigns, such as Boeing in South Carolina, Volkswagen in Tennessee, Nissan in Mississippi and, most recently, Amazon in Alabama, have all been accused of NLRA violations. Companies faced with a union organizing campaign regularly engage in surveillance, harassment, discharge of union supporters, threats to move the employer operation and coercive interrogation of union supporters.

Many profit-driven businesses have used the same cost-benefit analysis used by J.P. Stevens to justify violating the law and workers’ rights. In effect, the United States has developed a culture where it is acceptable to violate labor law as long as the employer pays the associated fines. The employer violates the law and then spins the facts, saying the workers never wanted the union. If the workers didn’t want the union, however, why would the employer commit unfair labor practices?

Since 1978, the percentage of the American workforce protected under a union contract has gone from 26 percent to less than 12 percent. With that loss of union density, the number of sick days, vacation days and holidays enjoyed by the average American worker has gone down. The number of people covered under a defined pension plan has declined to less than 10 percent of the workforce. Also, during this period, the percentage of workers with employer-provided health coverage has declined and the quality of that health care has weakened. Retiree health insurance has all but disappeared and real wages, adjusted for inflation, have remained stagnant.

Today, for the first time in decades, the Senate is debating whether to enact labor law reform. The bill is called the Protecting the Right to Organize (PRO) Act. With nearly 65 percent of all Americans supporting unions, and about the same number saying they would join a union if they had an opportunity, it is time to reform the law and protect workers’ right to organize and bargain.

With nearly 65 percent of all Americans supporting unions, and about the same number saying they would join a union if they had an opportunity, it is time to reform the law and protect workers’ right to organize and bargain.

For more about why we need the PRO Act, see the cover story, “Building Back with the PRO Act,” beginning on page 6.

In the 1970s, OPEIU members joined tens of thousands of women who took a stand for equality and fair treatment in the workplace, inspiring a movement—and the 1980 movie “9 to 5,” starring Jane Fonda, Lily Tomlin and Dolly Parton.

In standing up to their often chauvinistic male bosses by organizing inside their unions and on the streets, these brave women helped create better conditions for all women in the workforce.

But that work is still not finished. Some OPEIU members involved in the 9to5 movement joined an exclusive panel on March 23 with Julia Reichert and Steve Bognar, co-producers and directors of “9to5: The Story of a Movement.” The new PBS documentary tells the true story behind the popular movie through vintage footage and interviews with the women involved in the movement, Reichert and Bognar won the Best Documentary Oscar for their 2019 Netflix film “American Factory.”

The filmmakers joined OPEIU members for an exclusive virtual panel sandwiched between three showings of the documentary as a part of the union’s first-ever virtual OPEIU Movie Night. The panel, moderated by original 9to5 movement member Kimberly Cook, featured the filmmakers and OPEIU members across generations.
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Maren Stoddard Mack and Deanna Davis, both members of the organizing committee, told the audience during the panel discussion that 9to5 is “a movement that is still happening today.”

OPEIU hosted a panel with Academy Award-winning filmmakers Julia Reichert and Steve Bognar, 9to5 author and OPEIU member-leaders, Joan Weiss and Rosalinda Aguero, who expanded on the interviews they gave in the documentary, sharing anecdotes and observations about the past, present and future of women organizing for equity and dignity at work.

Labor Secretary Vows to Put Working People First

On a call with labor leaders throughout the United States, new Secretary of Labor Marty Walsh pledged to put the interests of working people ahead of those of corporate America, saying he’ll work to lift up the middle class and strengthen the rights of all working people to join a union.

Walsh spoke of his plans for the future as head of the labor department, naming a laundry list of priorities he hoped to help the Biden administration accomplish—some legislative and others to be undertaken using his executive authority. These included passing the PRO Act—the largest labor law reform measure in decades—improving access to apprenticeships for women and people of color, creating good union jobs, tackling systemic racism in the workplace and providing a pathway to citizenship for undocumented workers.

“We can’t be afraid to organize and get more members within our ranks,” Walsh said, underlining how he views his role at the labor department. “I’m going to do everything I can to lift up the American people and the middle class, union and nonunion;” he said. “The window for organizing is wide open, and it’s now.”
OTHER FACTORS CAN ALSO EXPLAIN THIS SHIFT. PROGRESSIVE, PRO-UNION POLITICS HAVE BEEN REWARDED at the ballot box and in the public arena. President Biden has touted the widespread economic benefits of union membership, and Sen. Bernie Sanders’ (I-VT) two campaigns for president have shaped public discourse. Bottom-up economic policies have become more palatable and politically possible after decades of austerity—which never worked as promised by those at the top, who reaps the benefits while working people are left in an increasingly precarious economic position.

We have to act now to aid the resurgence of organized labor and all it entails—higher wages, better benefits and less inequality. Working people, our families and our communities can’t afford to wait until another economic crisis forces our elected officials to take action. We must do everything within our power now to see passage of the Protecting the Right to Organize (PRO) Act.

Knowing how and why approval ratings of unions fluctuate is necessary to understanding how working people can wield their power in a political system dominated by a 24/7 news cycle, partisan politics and fair-weather friends in both chambers of Congress. We know unions didn’t destroy the economy in 2007-08; Wall Street did. And we know the window of opportunity to enact real labor law reform is small, but within sight.

We have to act now to aid the resurgence of organized labor and all it entails—higher wages, better benefits and less inequality—while we have the chance. Working people, our families and our communities can’t afford to wait until another economic crisis forces our elected officials to take action. We must do everything within our power now to see passage of the Protecting the Right to Organize (PRO) Act.

Turn the page to see how you can get involved and help make the PRO Act a reality!
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Get the OPEIU app today, available for free download for iPhones in the App Store and for Android devices on Google Play by searching OPEIU.
Building Back with the PRO Act

If we’re going to build back our country and give working families a fighting chance as we emerge from the pandemic, then we’re going to need real labor law reform. We’re going to need the PRO Act.
Why We Need the PRO Act

On March 9, 2021, the Protecting the Right to Organize, or PRO Act, passed in the House 225 to 206. It had the support of 220 Democrats and five Republicans. Now, it moves to the Senate where it has the support of 47 senators as co-sponsors. It also has the support of President Joe Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris.

Now is our moment to get it across the finish line in the Senate.

The PRO Act would dramatically grow workers’ power on the job by expanding union membership, reforming decades-old labor laws, banning so-called “right-to-work” laws allowing employers to pay less for the same work and ending employer intimidation or interference in union drives. It would give everyone stronger rights to organize and collectively bargain for their wages, benefits and other protections in the workplace. If we all stand united in this demand, we can win!

The stakes for all of us couldn’t be higher. After nearly 100 years without positive labor law reform, we must work together to pass the PRO Act.

Visit PassTheProAct.org to learn more and get involved in the fight for our rights!

Join the Pass the PRO Act Campaign!

Now that the PRO Act has passed the House, we must do everything in our power to get it across the finish line in the Senate. It will take all of us working together to get the first positive labor law reform signed into law in nearly a century.

Join the fight! Visit PassTheProAct.org to get involved.

10 Ways the PRO Act Can Transform Labor Rights in the U.S.

1. The PRO Act prevents employers from interfering in union elections and prohibits employers from requiring workers to attend anti-union meetings.
2. The PRO Act removes prohibitions on workers acting in solidarity with workers at other workplaces and protects workers who engage in peaceful protest actions with their fellow workers.
3. The PRO Act creates a mediation and arbitration process to ensure newly formed unions reach a first contract. Today, even when workers succeed in forming a union, nearly half of newly formed unions fail to ever reach a contract with the employer.
4. The PRO Act prohibits companies from permanently replacing workers who participate in a strike.
5. The PRO Act prevents employers from misclassifying their workers as independent contractors — a method employers often use to avoid paying fair wages and providing benefits and other employee protections.
6. The PRO Act authorizes meaningful penalties for employers that violate workers’ rights.
7. The PRO Act requires the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to immediately seek an injunction to reinstate workers who suffer retaliation for exercising their rights.
8. The PRO Act allows workers to seek justice in court when employers unlawfully interfere with their National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) rights or retaliate against them for exercising NLRA rights.
9. The PRO Act prevents workers from being denied remedies due to their immigration status.
10. The PRO Act requires employers to post notices informing workers of their rights under the NLRA, and to disclose contracts with consultants hired to persuade employees on how to exercise their rights.

Source: PassTheProAct.org

How the PRO Act Can Help Young People Do Better Than Their Parents’ Generation, Again

Millennials are on track to be the first generation in American history to have a lower quality of life than their parents’ generation. For the generations coming after, the student debt, housing and climate crises stand in the way of any hope of reversing this trend.

These three crises, however, have emerged from the same root cause: the profits-before-people mentality that has always, and still does, dominate our nation’s politics. But we can change it and, in the process, create a brighter future.

How? By shifting the balance of power between the employers, the landlords and big business to working people via the Protecting the Right to Organize (PRO) Act.

If passed, the PRO Act would be the most impactful piece of civil and workers’ rights legislation since at least the mid-1960s. Union membership among workers younger than 35 is outpacing any other age group. Young workers are forming unions in an array of developing industries with a young workforce: technology, nonprofits, record labels, etc.

But many young workers are employed in industries with high turnover in an economy defined by precarity. The PRO Act can help those workers, who overwhelmingly say they would vote for a union if given the chance, by enforcing the already illegal arsenal of union-busting tactics used by employers to intimidate employees. Research suggests illegal union-busting tactics, such as intimidation, surveillance and harassment by employers, are intensifying and becoming more sophisticated. Modern U.S. labor law does little to prevent employers from doing it anyway.

The PRO Act would institute real penalties for employers who break the law, which would reduce the risk for young workers who want to organize, but fear employer retaliation.

For course, the system was designed specifically to intimidate workers from forming unions, beginning with the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947. But this legislation can change the system, significantly improving the prospects for young workers hoping to lead a dignified future.

The PRO Act would institute real penalties for employers who break the law, which would reduce the risk for young workers who want to organize, but fear employer retaliation.

By returning to an economy with widespread union membership, facilitated by “new” labor rules—in many cases, a return to the rules governing union organizing that helped create the world’s largest-ever middle class in the mid-20th century—we can provide younger generations the stability to start families and the foundation to buy their first homes. That’s because union members earn an average of 20 percent more than their nonunion counterparts, and unions indirectly boost the wages of all workers in their communities by forcing employers to compete for employees with better wages.

The PRO Act, in tandem with forward-thinking proposals, like the canceling of at least $50,000 of student debt, could make a massive difference in the lives of young people. Though it’s not a catch-all solution and there’s still plenty of work to be done across the board, it will mark a significant and historic first step toward restoring the balance between working people and employers by giving working people a real chance at building a better future through the power of a union contract.

Source: PassTheProAct.org

Local 29 members march in San Francisco for the PRO Act.
OPEIU Members Do Their Part to Help End Pandemic

Local 30 Administrative Assistant Mariana Almaraz, left, and Executive Assistant/Office Manager Maria Perez after getting vaccinated in San Diego.

Local 40’s Cassandra Bell, a registered nurse and steward at Ascension Crittenton Hospital in Michigan, gets her vaccination.

Local 40 President Jeff Morawski, RN, gets his vaccination at McLaren Macomb Hospital, where the local represents nurses and respiratory technicians.

Local 40’s Cassandra Bell, a registered nurse and steward at Ascension Crittenton Hospital in Michigan, gets her vaccination.

Local 29 Apprentice Organizer Maureen Flaherman proudly displays her vaccination card.

Kelly Gschwend, secretary-treasurer/business representative of Local 29, gets her vaccinations in the San Francisco area.

Local 30 member and recently elected secretary-treasurer of the Denver Area Labor Federation April Martinez, left, gets vaccinated with her partner, Sarah, who is a fellow union member of the American Federation of Teachers.

Paige Yates, RN, president of Local 22 in Little Rock.

OPEIU members throughout the country are rolling up their sleeves and doing their part to protect themselves and their communities by getting vaccinated against COVID-19.
Employees Earn Historic Win at Secretly Group

Employees at Secretly Group, a family of American independent record labels based in Bloomington, Indiana, have organized with Local 174, which represents more than 1,700 people working in the entertainment industry at Universal Studios, Uni Music Group, Warner Bros. Studios and elsewhere.

The win was particularly important considering the employees formed their union without interference from management, who called the effort a “positive step for our company and the industry writ large.” This voluntary recognition by an influential independent music company could have far-reaching implications, setting a progressive, more union-positive standard in the industry as a whole.

“This agreement means company management acknowledges these employees’ right to organize a union and create a unified voice on the job,” said the newly unionized group in a statement. “We trust and expect the partners to bargain in good faith with the union as we work together toward a fair contract for all. As we head toward contract negotiations, we celebrate this moment of recognition as a first in our corner of the industry.”

The newly organized unit is comprised of 84 members across various positions and locations around the country who create, promote and distribute independent label music worldwide. They are responsible for identifying new talent, designing album cover art, creating packaging and promotional materials, among many other roles behind the scenes crucial to the success of the artists, their music and the entire industry.

The company represents several music labels, including Secretly Canadian, Jagajaguwar, Ghostly International, Numero Group and Dead Oceans. In addition to the Bloomington office, there are offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and worldwide in Canada, London, Paris, Amsterdam and Berlin.

From the start, the employees took control of the campaign and credit much of their success to their specialized talents and experience with social media, website design, public relations and press outreach. According to OPEIU Lead Organizer Andom “Nati” Kahsay, various committees were established to capitalize on this expertise and to engage members to build majority support of the unionization effort, create eye-catching and persuasive social media posts to generate support from the labels’ artists and other key allies, and to work with journalists at industry publications to share what was happening at Secretly with the public. The multi-pronged campaign worked.

“We formed a union because we knew the only way to raise wages, or quality of health benefits would be through a union-negotiated contract,” said Clayton Greenwell, an accounts receivable specialist at Secretly Group. He hopes their historic win will “inspire artists and workers in the music industry to organize and finally share in the profit the industry creates, as historically, the music industry has done a poor job compensating workers and creators.”

Harlan Kelly, who at the time the group organized was a radio promotions manager, says they formed the union because “we want Secretly to be a sustainable place to work. Too often people who work in creative industries feel like because they are working in a field they’re passionate about, they don’t have as much agency to ask for fair treatment. [We] wanted to find a way to make concrete changes in our workplace and to support each other.” They also wanted to address issues such as diversity at work and ways to achieve a better work-life balance.

Kelly hopes Secretly Group management continues to show they are “committed to their progressive values by meeting us at the bargaining table so we can ensure a fair contract.” As the group prepares for these negotiating sessions, Kelly says they intend to “share the specifics of the unionization process” with others who may be interested in learning more about what a union could mean in their workplace. “When we started, there wasn’t a playbook for how to unionize an independent record label,” Kelly says. “We’ve learned so much and we want to share what we’ve learned so others can build on it and [improve] the music industry. “No one is successful without a community,” he concludes. “We need to support each other.”

> Clayton Greenwell, an accounts receivable specialist at Secretly Group.
Employees at the New York City Anti-Violence Project (AVP) wanted a way to ensure they were best positioned to fulfill their mission to the community. Like so many other mission-driven nonprofit organizations, the answer for them was forming a union with OPEIU.

The New York City Anti-Violence Project (AVP) is a nonprofit organization providing education, advocacy, and counseling to lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, and HIV-affected communities and allies. Employees began organizing their union last summer amid threats of layoffs during the pandemic, following several years of discussion about ways to improve their working conditions, according to Dana Kopel, a Local 153 organizer. The staff at AVP are part of the same community we work with and are survivors of violence ourselves. “We cannot say we are committed to ending all forms of violence without starting in our personal spheres,” McCullough continued.

“I am thrilled to win our union,” said Elliot McCullough, a clinician and member of the organizing committee. “We aren’t just AVP employees. Many of us are part of the same community we work with and are survivors of violence ourselves. We cannot say we are committed to ending all forms of violence without starting in our personal spheres,” McCullough continued.

The staff at RepresentUs, a nonprofit organization advocating for state and local laws aimed at avoiding political gridlock, have won their union with Local 153 in New York through voluntary recognition by their employer. Ninety-seven percent of the staff signed union cards, according to OPEIU Lead Organizer Grace Reckers. The group, based in Northampton, Massachusetts, has 27 members who will now negotiate their first contract. Congratulations to the new group and kudos to the hardworking members of the union organizing committee. “All the staff members were very involved in this campaign,” Reckers said. “We’re thrilled to welcome them to OPEIU.”

Unionizing with OPEIU will help us advocate for and fulfill those needs so we can do the work we are here to do at our best,” he said. As they prepare to negotiate their first contract, the staff are looking forward to building a more sustainable, equitable workplace for everyone, and one that better reflects the values of AVP and its employees. “LGBTQ and HIV-affected communities especially need strong labor protections, and we are excited to move to the bargaining table,” McCullough said.

Local 6 Wins Termination Arbitrations, ULP at Massachusetts Trial Court

Local 6 is pleased to report the successful results of three recent termination cases they fought on behalf of their members at the Massachusetts Trial Cour. Chief Field Services/Legal Officer Phil Basile worked with Local 6’s outside counsel to seek reinstatements and make whole orders from an arbitrator during two recent separate termination arbitrations. Local 6 received notice within the past month that the arbitrators agreed with their arguments. The Trial Court had not established just cause to terminate the members in question and both were reinstated to their previous positions with make-whole orders.

Local 6 brought another termination case to the Massachusetts Department of Labor Relations, arguing that a probationary member was terminated based on retaliation for her concerted and protected union activity. The labor department agreed at the initial stage, and a formal complaint was issued. With the leverage of a looming complaint in hand, Local 6 was able to successfully negotiate a generous settlement package on behalf of its member.

“Navigating through the pandemic has been complicated, but these results come as welcome news at the Local 6 office,” Basile said.

Local 6 VP Supports Striking St. Vincent Nurses

In a strong show of solidarity, Local 6 Vice President Lois Ciuffredo, far right, joined the line with nurses at Saint Vincent Hospital in Worcester, who are represented by the Massachusetts Nurses Association and are on strike for the first time in more than two decades.

The strike, which began March 8 and continued at press time, is the result of a contract dispute over safe staffing with Tenet Healthcare, the Texas-based health care company that owns the hospital. Two months into the strike, the hospital started hiring replacement nurses. After a year of sacrifice and hardship during the pandemic, the hospital’s refusal to meet safe staffing requirements is viewed as a betrayal by these hardworking, overburdened health care professionals.
Karyn Morrison is New Local 11 President

Karyn Morrison has been elected to serve as president of Local 11 in Vancouver, Washington, after former president Barbara Melton chose not to run for another term.

Morrison began working for Local 11 in 2018, bringing with her valuable experience gained as a union member and as an active steward and officer of AFSCME Local 307, where she administered member affairs, advocated on behalf of the members and oversaw budgeting and finances.

“Karyn is fully engaged with the union and someone who can think quickly in emergent situations, providing good assessments of many factors to make appropriate decisions,” said Maureen Goldberg, Local 11 executive secretary-treasurer. “She illustrates ethical behavior and amplifies the highest standards through integrity, honesty and forthrightness. We are excited to work with her in the capacity of our president.”

Podiatrists Guild President Addresses Temple Grads

Speaking to the 2021 graduating class of the Temple University School of Podiatric Medicine, the school’s dean, John Mattiacci, DPM, congratulated them on the successful completion of their degrees under difficult circumstances brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Mattiacci, who is also an international vice president and president of OPEIU Guild 45/The National Guild for Healthcare Providers of the Lower Extremity, addressed the challenges faced by students completing assignments during a global pandemic, which drastically shifted the manner in which they completed their already challenging coursework.

He urged graduates to “join [their] communities’ efforts to make lives better for others” after graduating. “Today, you enter a profession with unlimited horizons — horizons defined by your generation, not ours.”

Local 30’s April Martinez Elected Denver Labor Federation Secretary-Treasurer

April Martinez, a member of Local 30, has been elected to serve as secretary-treasurer of the Denver Area Labor Federation.

The organization is at the heart of the labor movement, partnering with area local unions and state and community organizations to improve the lives of working families. The work Martinez and leaders like her do is central to carrying forward our shared agenda of economic and social justice for all working families. Martinez has the experience and commitment needed to help fulfill that agenda.

“I am working to help the Denver federation gain financial stability and transparency so we can accomplish our goals and further the agenda for working families,” Martinez says.

“The Denver Area Labor Federation is vital to our effort to strengthen our labor movement and build a powerful voice for workers in our communities,” said Richard Trumka, president of the AFL-CIO. “The mission and goals of the AFL-CIO — new organizing, building political power, developing solid legislative agendas and strengthening the voice of working families in our communities — depend upon the grassroots efforts of strong and effective state and local labor councils. As secretary-treasurer of the Denver Area Labor Federation, [Martinez] will play a crucial role as we build a vibrant labor movement and a just society.”

“We are so proud of April’s commitment to the Denver federation,” said Marianne Giordano, Local 30 executive director/CFO and International vice president. “I could not think of a better person to represent labor and OPEIU.”

Local 494’s New Contract Means $21k Gains for Members

Local 494 ratified a new contract with the UAW that brings with it gains of more than $21,700 per member during the four-year agreement. “It is the most lucrative contract I have seen in my 26 years at the local,” said Janice Caruso, president. “We also negotiated the highest signing bonus we’ve seen of $6,000.

The committee also successfully bargained two paid days off lost in the 2009 concessionary bargaining, and made changes to the 40(1)(a) plan, increasing the company match, reducing the limit on loans per year and allowing members the option to make payments on loans in retirement.

“Our bargaining committee had almost 200 years of experience at our worksite to bring to the table,” Caruso said. “They fought tooth and nail to bring back the best contract possible. I’m proud to have worked with these five people.”

Local 29 and 30 Kaiser Members Take to the Streets to Demand Nurse Recognition and Compensation

Members employed at Kaiser Permanente took to the streets to let their communities know that despite how health care workers such as them have been on the forefront of the COVID-19 pandemic, putting themselves and their families at risk to care for their patients, they’ve yet to receive the recognition and compensation they deserve for their efforts and sacrifices.

Despite making record profits during the pandemic, Kaiser Permanente has not fully paid what was negotiated and promised by the company. Local Unions 2, 8, 29, 30 and 50 all represent employees at Kaiser and bargain collectively through an entity known as the Coalition of Kaiser Permanente Unions (CKPU).

Kaiser Permanente made $6.4 billion in profits in 2020. California Locals 29 and 30 are also supporting the Health Care Worker Recognition and Retention Act (AB 650), which requires health care facilities with more than 100 employees to pay bonuses to all non-executive employees who work during the pandemic. The bonuses would be paid in 2022 after the law goes into effect.

Kaiser Permanente made $6.4 billion in profits in 2020. While the corporation calls its nurses and other front-line employees “heroes,” it claims it can’t do more to help. These employees are demanding the recognition and support they deserve.

Local 30 member April Martinez, with her grand-daughter Avery Grace, has been elected secretary-treasurer of the Denver Area Labor Federation.

Local 11’s newly elected president Karyn Morrison.

John Mattiacci, DPM

Photo reprinted with permission by Legacy Photo.

Local 29 stewards, left to right, Sandy Urvina, Tamia Decker, Alexandra Schlapet, Ebony Hughes and Cyreeta Smith.

Local 30 Executive Director/CFO and International Vice President Marianne Giordano, center in pink vest, and left to right, Trustee Manuel Santillan, Steward Sandra Solario, Administrative Assistant Mariana Almanzar and Recording Secretary Margie Chavez.
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Kaiser Permanente made $6.4 billion in profits in 2020. While the corporation calls its nurses and other front-line employees “heroes,” it claims it can’t do more to help. These employees are demanding the recognition and support they deserve.
Save every month on your phone bill

You can save every month on your phone bill with Union Plus. Learn more at unionplus.org.

Don’t Leave Money on the Table!

Every year, OPEIU awards thousands of dollars in scholarships to OPEIU members and their families. Could you or your family members be eligible to receive one?

Find out more at opei.org under the Member Resources tab, and on the OPEIU app, which is available for free on download for iPhones in the App Store and for Android devices at Google Play by searching OPEIU.

Scholarship opportunities include the Howard Coughlin Memorial Scholarship, which awards $6,500 to full-time students. There are also 10 scholarships of up to $3,250 for OPEIU members or associate members or dependents of members. The John Kelly Labor Studies Scholarship awards 10 scholarships of up to $3,250 for OPEIU members or associate members who are pursuing an undergraduate or graduate degree in labor studies, industrial relations or union leadership and administration.

Check out the next issue of White Collar to see all the 2021 scholarship recipients. Applications for the 2022 scholarships will be available in January at opei.org under the Member Resources tab and on the OPEIU app.

Earn Your Degree for Free Online

Thinking about going back to school? Through your union, you can complete your associate or bachelor’s degree completely online for FREE with the OPEIU Free College and Bachelor’s Completion benefits. Classes start Aug. 16.

Online learning is safe and can fit into your busy schedule. As always, you can earn your associate degree or certificates for FREE. Now, students enrolled in 2021 also can complete their bachelor’s degree for FREE! The program is provided by OPEIU to all members and their families. For more information and a complete list of enrollment deadlines, visit freecollege.opeiu.org.

Be Like DeAundra!

The flexible schedule and ability to attend classes from home afforded through the OPEIU Free College Program worked for DeAundra Cephus, vice president of Local 277 in Ft. Worth. She graduated in June with an associate degree in business management.

In fall 2018, Cephus took advantage of the Free College benefit, available at no cost to all members. On June 5, she graduated with honors from Eastern Gateway Community College (EGCC) with an associate degree in business management with a focus on labor issues. Cephus felt since everyone else in her immediate family had at least one degree, she needed to go back to college. She had tried several times taking classes at night, but often her job would interfere with her ability to take required classes only offered during the day.

With the Free College benefit, Cephus jumped at the chance to finish her degree. “It worked for me because I could work at my own pace and finish online at home,” she said. “There were no costs because of her union membership. According to Cephus, EGCC was so accommodating because they have special counselors to work specifically with union students. “You call them, and they are right on your problem or question,” she said. She plans to further her studies through OPEIU’s Bachelor Completion Program at Central State University, which is an HBCU.

“We’re very proud of DeAundra for getting her associate degree,” said Tyler Turner, Local 277 vice president/business manager and international vice president. “Her focus on labor studies has helped her in representing our members at American Income Life Insurance Company.”

More than 1,900 OPEIU members have saved more than $7.2 million in tuition, e-books and other fees through the OPEIU Free College Program.

Learn more at unionplus.org
Get the OPEIU App Today

The OPEIU app is available for free download. It’s a great way to stay connected to your union, learn more about your membership benefits, find links to OPEIU’s social media networks and much more. Available for free download for iPhones in the App Store and for Android devices on Google Play by searching OPEIU.